Directions to the Dean of Science office TASC2, Simon Fraser University

From Highway 1:
• Take the **Gagliardi** exit up the mountain
• When you come to the intersection with the large SFU sign, turn right on **University Dr. East**
• Follow this road and take the **SECOND** left hand turn, onto **Tower Road**
• Continue on Tower Road as it curves northwards up the mountain
• You will see parking lots on the left, take the last left hand turn just **before** reaching "University High Street"
• Visitors can park at the Cornerstone complex (covered) or surface parking outdoors. Tickets can be purchased through the machines.

From Hastings St:
• Follow Hastings Street past Kensington Shopping Plaza and turn right on **Burnaby Mountain Parkway** (by the Chevron station)
• Continue all the way up the hill until you arrive at the intersection with the large SFU sign to your left. Continue through the intersection which turns into **University Dr. East**
• Follow this road and take the **SECOND** left hand turn, onto **Tower Road**
• Continue on Tower Road as it curves northwards up the mountain
• You will see Parking Lots on your left, take the last left hand turn just **before** reaching "University High Street"
• Visitors can park at the Cornerstone complex (covered) or surface parking outdoors. Tickets can be purchased through the machines.

Once you park, head west towards SFU. You will pass a fountain and a little path that heads slightly south and then west towards the Applied Sciences Building. Enter there and walk west past the coffee shop until you see a directional signpost opposite a hallway that says "Shrum Science K Building"

Turn left down this hallway and walk down the full length of the hallway until you come to the end and see glass doors. This says "Technology and Science Complex 2" over it. Once you cross the overpass bridge, you will immediately see a "Dean of Science" sign and a door just to your left. You've finally reached your destination!